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Blockchain companies hot for
investment, says Juniper
Venture capital investors have pumped
$290 million into blockchain technologies
HUK IP[JVPU JVTWHUPLZ PU [OL ÄYZ[ ZP_
months of 2016, according to Juniper
9LZLHYJOHKPNP[HSJVTTLYJLHUKÄUHUJPHS
technology analyst.
According to a Juniper report, The Future
of Blockchain: Bitcoin, Remittance, ID
=LYPÄJH[PVU :THY[*VU[YHJ[Z
HS[OV\NO TVYL [OHU  Z[HY[\W ÄU[LJO
companies received funding, more than a
third of the total investment went into just
three companies.
;OLZL^LYL!ZVJPHSWH`TLU[WYV]PKLY*PYJSL"
H ºZPKLJOHPU» KL]LSVWLY JHSSLK )SVJRZ[YLHT"
and Digital Asset Holdings, the distributed
ledger technology provider created by former
174VYNHUL_LJ\[P]L)S`[OL4HZ[LYZ
Continued on page 2

CFTC accuses Deutsche Bank of
swaps data reporting violations
Deutsche Bank is facing charges of swaps data
YLWVY[PUN ]PVSH[PVUZ HM[LY [OL <: *VTTVKP[`
-\[\YLZ;YHKPUN*VTTPZZPVU*-;*HJJ\ZLK[OL
bank of reporting late and incorrect swaps data
MVYT\S[PWSLHZZL[JSHZZLZV]LYHÄ]LKH`WLYPVK
;OL *-;* PZ W\YZ\PUN H JP]PS TVUL[HY` WLUHS[`
and a permanent injunction against the bank for
what it considers to be persistent violations of
data reporting requirements.
0U HKKP[PVU [V [OL *-;*»Z JP]PS JVTWSHPU[ [OL
JVTTPZZPVUHUK+L\[ZJOL)HUROH]LÄSLKHQVPU[
motion seeking the appointment of a monitor to
ensure Deutsche Bank’s compliance with its
YLWVY[PUN YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ \UKLY [OL *VTTVKP[`
,_JOHUNL(J[HUK*-;*YLN\SH[PVUZ

;OL *-;* ZHPK P[ YLJVNUPZLZ +L\[ZJOL )HUR»Z
cooperation on this matter.
;OL JP]PS JVTWSHPU[ ^HZ ÄSLK PU [OL <: +PZ[YPJ[
*V\Y[MVY[OL:V\[OLYU+PZ[YPJ[VM5L^@VYRHUK
claimed that the bank failed to submit any swaps
data for some transactions.
The complaint also accused the bank of having
an “inadequate” business continuity and
disaster recovery plan.
The commission raised allegations that
+L\[ZJOL )HUR PZ PU ]PVSH[PVU VM H *-;* VYKLY
MYVT :LW[LTILY  YLSH[PUN [V WYL]PV\Z
failures by the bank to report swaps data due to
its faulty reporting infrastructure.
Continued on page 2

You need a partner who simpliﬁes
post-trade integration for you.
Our post-trade solutions are built around you.

PRIIPs KIDs a cause for concern
Financial services businesses are looking to
[LJOUVSVN`HUKL_[LYUHSJVUZ\S[HU[ZPUVYKLY
to cope with the tight turnaround on the
YLN\SH[PVUMVYWHJRHNLKYL[HPSHUKPUZ\YHUJL
based investment products (PRIIPs),
HJJVYKPUN [V H 25,07 WHU,\YVWLHU
regulatory survey.
The survey included compliance and
YLN\SH[VY` L_LJ\[P]LZ PU [OL HZZL[
management, banking and insurance
sectors, and found that 85 percent are
concerned about the time they have to
prepare the key information documents
(KIDs) required under PRIIPs.
;OLÄUHSYLN\SH[VY`Z[HUKHYKZMVY[OL79007:
SLNPZSH[PVUHUK[OL20+ZPZK\L[VILÄUHSPZLK
PU :LW[LTILY OV^L]LY [OL KLHKSPUL MVY
implementation is 31 December, giving
ÄYTZ SLZZ [OHU MV\Y TVU[OZ [V WYVK\JL [OL
mandatory documents required.
Continued on page 2

Stephanie Palmer reports

How are the challenges of regulation and data
management becoming more connected?
Todd Moyer: When I look at regulation, I see a data challenge.
Regulations like the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
(AIFMD) have meant a big change in the alternatives space. The
number of data points for reporting under AIFMD require multiple
KH[HZV\YJLZMYVTIV[OPU[LYUHSHUKL_[LYUHSZ`Z[LTZHUK[OH[KH[H
coming in should really be rationalised.
>LOH]LMV\UK[OH[[OLYLPZHSV[VMVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYL\ZLHJYVZZ[OL
YLWVY[PUN WSH[MVYT >OLU ^L SVVRLK H[ *VUÅ\LUJL»Z JVYL ÄUHUJPHS
reporting capabilities, the amount of data that can be transferred for
JVTWSPHUJL^P[OZL]LYHSYLN\SH[PVUZPZV]LYWLYJLU[
>LHSYLHK`WYV]PKLJVYLKH[HVUV\YWSH[MVYTZV[OLHIPSP[`[VL_[LUK
that to meet the new regulatory requirements, and to use that data in
HZSPNO[S`KPɈLYLU[^H`^HZJYP[PJHS
;VT 7ÄZ[LY! Addressing the regulatory and data challenges as
one can reduce the incremental needs of every regulation, as asset

Data Management

managers already have a core set of data that they can use for all
regulatory reporting, whether they know it or not. That makes it
LHZ` [V L_[LUK [OL KH[H ZL[ [V TLL[ H UL^ YLN\SH[PVU YH[OLY [OHU
addressing it as a whole separate entity. It’s a much more strategic,
T\S[PW\YWVZLHWWYVHJO[V[OLLU[PYL[`VMYLN\SH[VY`YLWVY[PUN

How did the Confluence
platform come about?

data

management

Moyer: 0[^HZHUH[\YHSL_[LUZPVUMVY^OH[^L^LYLHSYLHK`KVPUN
We had access to a lot of core data that we were just sitting on,
and addressing the changes in regulation seemed to be the clear
evolution to what we were doing.
:VTLJVTWHUPLZOH]L[YPLK[VTHUHNL[OPZJOHUNL^P[OV\[[OLOLSW
of new technology, but that’s just not possible anymore.
(Z YLN\SH[PVUZ HYL JVTPUN \W ZV X\PJRS` ^L HYL ÄUKPUN [OH[ ZVTL
clients just can’t physically meet the requirements in time. They can’t
replace their legacy technology and systems at the speed required.
;OL *VUÅ\LUJL KH[H THUHNLTLU[ WSH[MVYT [HRLZ [OL KH[H PU P[Z

Data Management
Moyer:;OL[YLUK[V^HYKZV\[ZV\YJPUN^PSSKLÄUP[LS`JVU[PU\L[OLTVYL
JVTWSL_HUK[OLTVYLL_[LUZP]LPU[LYUHSHUKL_[LYUHSYLX\PYLTLU[ZNL[
That’s something we have seen and will continue to see.

native format and runs it through the application, producing the
correct output in a timely manner.

Are a lot of asset managers finding it difficult to
keep up with regulatory change?
Moyer: 0U [LYTZ VM WVZ[[YHKL HJ[P]P[PLZ YLN\SH[VY` YLWVY[PUN PZ
VULYV\ZHUK]LY`L_WLUZP]LHUKHSV[VMÄYTZMLLSSPRL[OLYLT\Z[IL
HIL[[LYHUKTVYLLɉJPLU[^H`[VKVP[
Regulatory reports that might previously have been submitted on
H X\HY[LYS` VY ZLTPHUU\HS IHZPZ UV^ ULLK [V IL WYVK\JLK L]LY`
30 days. And its not just one regulation that requires attention and
X\PJR YLHJ[PVUZ·[OLYL HYL VUNVPUN HUK T\S[PWSL YLX\PYLTLU[Z
within the market.
Pfister: All of these ongoing requirements are coming to head at the
ZHTL[PTL0MHUHZZL[THUHNLYWYHJ[PJLZJYVZZIVYKLYKPZ[YPI\[PVU
it could have 40 disclosures to be completed quarterly, and they
don’t always play nicely together.
If you can’t handle changes to all of these requirements at the same
time, then you will end up not just with one problem, but with several
]LY`ZPNUPÄJHU[WYVISLTZ;OPZPZ^OLYLOH]PUNHOVSPZ[PJHWWYVHJO[V
reporting starts to make a lot more sense, rather than looking at each
requirement in an individual silo.

Are you seeing demand to move to a more holistic
system? Where is it coming from?
Moyer: >L HYL H[ HU L_JP[PUN WLYPVK VM JOHUNL PU [OL THYRL[ HUK
transparency is more important than ever.

;OLK`UHTPJJHUILKPɈLYLU[OV^L]LYKLWLUKPUNVUOV^HÄYTTHUHNLZ
P[ZV\[ZV\YJPUN0[JV\SKHSSV^H[OPYKWHY[`HKTPUPZ[YH[VYVYWYV]PKLY[V
OHUKSL[OLIHJRVɉJLVWLYH[PVUZ^OPSLRLLWPUNHU`JVTWVULU[Z[OH[
HYLPTWVY[HU[[V[OH[WHY[PJ\SHYHZZL[THUHNLYPUOV\ZL
Equally, it could use a technology provider to provide a small part
of a service, but not necessarily all of it. That’s the kind of thing that
asset managers are starting to analyse at the moment.

Should asset management clients have a right to
view and amend their own data?
Moyer: There will be a continuation of the demand for transparency.
Investors are demanding the ability to understand their data more
holistically. I think it’s partly representative of a new generation of
PU]LZ[VYZ·WLVWSLOH]LHJJLZZ[VPUMVYTH[PVUMYVTZVTHU`KPɈLYLU[
HUNSLZ@V\JHU»[H]VPK[OH[[YHUZWHYLUJ`[OH[»ZQ\Z[[OLYLHSP[`VM[OL
industry now.
The change hasn’t been a total surprise, it has been coming for a
^OPSL>LOH]LILLU^VYRPUNVU[OPZMVYZL]LYHS`LHYZHUKP[»ZL_JP[PUN
to launch a platform that doesn’t only look at regulation, but also at
PUJYLHZPUN ZWLLK[VTHYRL[ HUK [YHUZWHYLUJ` HUK OLSWPUN HZZL[
managers meet demands from regulators and investors alike.
Pfister: The idea that in ten years you will be able to get away with
KH` X\HY[LYS` YLWVY[PUN [V PU]LZ[VYZ PZ Q\Z[ UV[ ]PHISL 7LVWSL
simply won’t buy from that kind of organisation any more. AST

.L[[PUN H ZPUNSL JVOLZP]L WSH[MVYT HWWYVHJO PU WSHJL MVY [OPZ PZ
critical. We tend to talk about regulation, but actually it is equally
[OL PUZ[P[\[PVUHS PU]LZ[VYZ KYP]PUN [OPZ KLTHUK·[OL` ^HU[ TVYL
transparency, they want access to their data, and they want to be
able to see what is going on with their investments.
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(ZZL[ THUHNLTLU[ ÄYTZ HUK M\UK HKTPUPZ[YH[VYZ HSPRL OH]L [V IL
able to react to that demand.
Investors and regulators are looking for the same levels of data
[YHUZWHYLUJ`·HS[OV\NO P[ TH` IL ]LY` KPɈLYLU[ PU [LYTZ VM ^OLYL
[OL KH[H LUKZ \W HUK ^OH[ P[ SVVRZ SPRL >OL[OLY [OYV\NO H [OPYK
WHY[`[LJOUVSVN`WYV]PKLYVYZVTL[OPUNI\PS[PUOV\ZL[OLHIPSP[`[V
THRL\ZLVM[OLKH[H^P[OPU`V\YWSH[MVYT[VOHYULZZP[HUKYL\ZLP[
through multiple avenues, is invaluable.

0Z P[ ILJVTPUN TVYL KPɉJ\S[ MVY HZZL[ THUHNLYZ [V
Y\ULɈLJ[P]LKH[HTHUHNLTLU[Z`Z[LTZPUOV\ZL&
Pfister: (ZZL[ THUHNLYZ HYL JLY[HPUS` L_HTPUPUN [OLPY JVTWL[LUJPLZ
:VTL JVTWHUPLZ HYL HZRPUN [OLTZLS]LZ ^OL[OLY [OL` HYL HU HZZL[
THUHNLYVYH[LJOUVSVN`JVTWHU`·[OL`JHUOH]LHZTHU`WLVWSLPU
[OLMYVU[VɉJLHZ[OL`OH]LI\PSKPUN[OLZVM[^HYL[VZ\WWVY[[OLPYM\UKZ
They have to consider what their business is and what they’re good
at, and in the asset servicing realm they have to consider what they
want to build themselves and what they could hand over to a vendor
to get operations to market faster.
That change is driven by cost pressures as well. Downstream, providers
HYL KLTHUKPUN TVYL LɈLJ[P]L HUK JOLHWLY ZLY]PJLZ HUK [OLYL HYL
HS^H`ZPU[LYUHSYL]LU\LYLX\PYLTLU[Z*VTWHUPLZOH]L[VSVVRH[[OL
business and assess what technology, service providers or people they
could use to get the business running as smoothly as possible.
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